
1.2.2 Short synopsis 
LOVE STRADDLE - SYNOPSIS 

 

Selwyn's home is a farm in the Yorkshire Dales. He studies at Liverpool University of 
Technology during The Beatles era and the second wave of Women's Liberation. Although he 
attracts girls and is  a top student, his skills in love relationships are so inept they are comic. He 
imagines class difference and his virginity are opposing his quest to have sex. His beautiful girl 
friend Vicki uncovers his duplicity with Barbara, a city office worker with whom he has sex, on a 
lie detector. She gives him the cold shoulder. He adopts a straddle strategy, taken from 
commodity futures investors, postponing the precious Vicki, enabling him to concentrate on his 
studies and get a first class degree. However, it backfires dramatically when Barbara gets 
pregnant and has an abortion. He lures his bullying brother into a skiing accident in Canada and 
is unable to close with Vicki's love. 

 He becomes a hippy and investigates communes and polygamy in South America, to find a 
lifestyle that will attract Vicki to live with him. Back in Liverpool again, he recruits forty women 
to crew a polygamous commune on a sailing ship. His love obsession with Vicki converts into 
sex addiction as he is driven from girl to girl, unsatisfied. When Vicki won't join, he marries Ruth 
and studies to end the Cold War. After a dramatic nervous breakdown, he returns to the oil 
industry in Canada. He rises to CEO and is blamed for famine and a technology disaster in West 
Africa. He longs to go to Vicki in England but stays in an unhappy marriage for over 30 years 
with Ruth, until their children finish PhDs. 

At the end, Selwyn rushes to Vicki, single all this time, to find she has just married an oilman 
similar to himself. Forty years too late, Selwyn learns his disastrous relationships with women 
have been caused by Asperger's Syndrome. He also has Obsessive Compulsive Personality 
Disorder, causing his series of addictions to his father, his sister, Vicki, sex, alcohol, work, food 
and coffee, all due to his anxiety as a child. Tragedy is averted because Selwyn has covered the 
possibility of Vicki being unavailable, in another love straddle. He is happy with hippy Helen.  
 
 


